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About This Game

Spiral Splatter is a brain-bending arcade puzzle game that will push your hand-eye coordination to the limit with nonstop, mind-
boggling puzzles!

Put your problem-solving skills to the test as you navigate over 100 levels and 11 different stages full of perplexing puzzles.
Watch out for moving obstacles as you maneuver through each level. Think fast, if you’re too slow, the ghost may catch up to

you. Hustle to reach the finish before your time is up!

Each stage of gameplay adds a new challenge with an ever-increasing difficulty. Don’t be fooled by appearances, Spiral Splatter
will stump even the most adept puzzle game aficionado.

Stay calm, relax and see if you can take on Spiral Splatter!

Features:
- Over 100 Levels of gameplay

- 11 unique stages with a new challenge on each one
- Colorful and clean graphics

- Challenging gameplay
- Full in-game controller support
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Title: Spiral Splatter
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Neonchimp Games
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: 2.4 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Dedicated Memory

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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Not bad and not good, mostly a pain with the lack of saving and required guessing to waddle through the events.
Choices do matter tho, and choices made in the first one have an impact on your ending in this one, i got a bad ending.
I can only wait until a third game is released and hope that atleast some of the people i care about is still around.

I would say a 5 out of 10 tin stars.. Played the demo a bunch with friends and can't wait to play when I have friends over again.
One of the best local multiplayer games I've played, right up there with Battleblock Theater and the Overcooked series!. Sadly
the dont update this game..... this is gr8 m8 i r8 8 out ov 8. Mars DLC is really good addition to Redout and will give you a good
amount of contect with good music and tracks.. Although this game is really cute, it is way too challenging with the controls.
Not many games use the arrow keys to move anymore, it does use the space bar to jump which is nice. But then it uses "D" to
make one of your blobs a box and the down arrow to bring them back to you after you moved on. I would enjoy this game a lot
more if you at least made it possible to change our controls instead of making us use the confusing controls that are given. verry
good game. Could have been a really good game. Tough to beat. Dice rolls favor the AI almost every time, Has potential with a
followup version.. \u3147\u3145\u3147 Nice Paintjob!
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The game is a classic, and if you like point and clicks, check it out.

For a more comprehensive overview of the game, check out my full review here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83WibwZoV-Y&index=9&list=PLL85hnAQWvK_ngPUzs74SUCYFtIiONnH3. The game
is really fun,I refuse to recommend it though as the developer was apparently too leet to have clear explanations of the elements.
Also, they're liars cause there's tons of grinding. Way to ruin a great game through laziness! Maybe using an introspection
would've helped them.... Awesome addition to an already great variety of bikes and classes AND tracks!. Just downloaded it and
the first issue i encounter: WONT BYPASS LOADING SCREEN.. time wasted. this is awsome but only if online worked. This
is an abandoned early access cartoony third person arena brawler. Control cell shaded low poly colourful medieval warriors and
fight other players... if there were any.

Because the game is multiplayer and is abandoned by the developers before being finished (thanks Valve, your Early Access
concept is a resounding success... not), it's unplayable except for badly mad botmatching. Even if the game wasn't abandoned,
it's putting low effort low poly graphics up against games with actual gameplay like Mount & Blade, and arena fighters with
actual graphics like Chivalry. There was obviously no avenue for success here, which makes it likely that the game is just a
shovelware cash grab. Obviously don't buy this.. There\u2019s really not enough turn based strategy games out there that I
enjoy. This one has a heavy focus on combat and isn\u2019t that the point to these type of games. Lots of variety in group
formation and different abilities to use. Get ready for some seriously large battles.. Great Game!. This is an exceptionally
charming game that harkens back to Mega Drive\/Genesis platformers. Notable for doing an excellent job with solid mechanics,
good humour and generally making me smile like a goof the entire way through.

The grapple mechanic being your main way of travel and attack is used in a lot of clever ways over the course of the campaign,
and it's always throwing something different at you. With quite a few post game goals to aim for through boss rush, time attack
and secrets to find.

Also this game has a few accessibility options in place of normal difficulty selection. Letting a player slow the game down or
give themselves regenerating or even infinite health if they're having difficulty with it. While I don't get use out of those
features myself, seeing them there is something I appreciate quite a lot!

Game was fun! If you're into platformers take a look, this is a good one!
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